
Legal Administrator, Precedents

We are actively seeking a Legal Administrator, Precedents to fi ll 
contract roles within our client base. 

Key Duties and Responsibilities
Maintaining the knowledge library with particular focus on 
precedent content 
Maintaining and revising precedents including collating and 
redacting all knowledge related documents and precedents as 
required 
Ensures consistency in house styles; Firm branding, and 
formatting and content across products and jurisdictions 
Advising and assisting PSLs and users on general precedents 
and knowledge enquiries 
Undertaking and /or supporting specifi c content and document 
related knowledge projects and initiatives as required by the 
Head Professional Support Lawyer 
Supporting PSLs in tracking and capturing content for inclusion 
on the Firm’s knowledge sharing systems 
Providing search assistance as required (eg. locating useful 
content on the internal systems) 
Training employees in the use of the precedents and knowledge 
systems 
Maintaining and updating (with requisite assistance from 
Marketing) the Firm’s standard templates, forms and styles 
Providing technical and usability based input on areas including 
Firm templates, forms and precedent structure

Minimum Qualifi cations and Experience
The minimum requirements to fi ll these contract roles within our 
client base are: 
A minimum of least fi ve years’ professional experience in legal 
administration 
Familiarity with the legal concepts, process and terminology 
Experience and advanced technical skill level in Microsoft 
Word, in particular, knowledge of meta-data, profi ling and other 
advanced Word functions 
Advanced skill level in Workshare (or equivalent document 
comparison software) including the ability to compare content 
SharePoint Platform knowledge (or other equivalent intranet) 
would be advantageous along with aptitude in using or learning 
other applications quickly 
Flexible, service-oriented, commercially minded professional 
with an interest and experience in legal services and knowledge 
management 
Advanced technical skill level in MS Word, Microsoft Excel and 
Adobe Acrobat Standard 
Excellent time management, organizational and prioritization 
skills, possessing drive, and initiative 
Exceptional written and verbal communication skills including 
keen attention to detail, accurate proofreading for grammar, 
spelling and clarity of style, and precise copy typing 
Ability to work as part of a team or independently 
Strong attention to detail is essential 
Able to manage multiple projects, working for several teams, 
at once 
Able to work to tight deadlines and deliver under pressure.

These are not training positions and require the incumbent to 
be highly skilled and trained in the area of Legal Administrator, 
Precedents.

Applicants should apply in writing with a resume and two 
excellent reference letters to the attention of Sarah Nicholson on 
sarah@elevateselection.ie or Elevate Executive Selection Ltd, 
7A Victoria Street, 4th Floor, Hamilton, HM11.  All applications 
must be received by 3 July 2018.


